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NEW QUESTION: 1
Compared with ordinary desktops, what are the advantages of VIP desktops? (Multiple choice)
A. When users access VIP desktops, larger bandwidth brings better user experience.
B. Real-time care of virtual machine status to ensure stable operation of VIP desktop virtual
machines.
C. CPU. Priority protection of memory resources, when resources are tight, priority is given to
the VIP desktop
D. Compared with ordinary desktops, VIP desktop has the functions of automatic data sharing
and quick recovery, ensuring the security of VIP desktop data.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Consider the example of an end user plugging an unmanaged third-party switch into a port in a
conference room. If the wiring closet switch port requires 802.1X authentication (and the
authentication host mode is set to the default), what would be the result of multiple 802.1X
clients attempting to access the network from the unmanaged switch?
A. After the first supplicant authenticates, all other hosts connected to the unmanaged switch
have access to the network.

B. After the first supplicant authenticates, other hosts connected to the unmanaged switch will
be blocked from the network.
C. After 802.1X times out three times, all hosts on the unmanaged switch will have access to the
network.
D. Up to eight hosts and one IP phone can be authenticated.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Use the Replace tool to replace all occurrences of the name Jane Harris with Tim Snow.
A. Option A
Edit -> select replace -> type Jane Harris in the find what -> type Tom Snow in replace with ->
click replace all
Answer: A
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